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			Quiescence

6th of July, 2008 - 9:33

Vraja Journal has grown old, long white beard and all. It's time to retire.


read more









57 kilos of food

27th of June, 2008 - 13:24

As of late, I've been spending a good deal of my time working with the Angel's Heaven orphanage in the neighborhood, near the Kathmandu Durbar Square. 


read more









Jijaji is an Osho lover!

26th of June, 2008 - 2:40

This is an important notice from a friend concerning the preceding Pretty Woman blog.


read more









Pretty Woman

25th of June, 2008 - 14:51

It's a pity the world wasn't made of neuters. Would have solved many problems. Instead, we have to keep coping with the cumbersome men and women business. Ick.


read more



Religions Re-weighed

13th of June, 2008 - 10:46

Some evolutions since the last time around, taking BeliefNet's Belief-O-Matic. Frankly I wasn't expecting Theravada to show up first, I assumed my views to be too cynical and universal to get a proper orthodox score. It's a wonder in its own right that anything crossed the 90% line!


read more



Ego Asserting

11th of June, 2008 - 15:22

Ego, the ever-vigilant and constantly self-asserting pseudo-self, forms the heart of our troubled existence. Today being the 28th anniversary of my present incarnation in a long series of egotic absorptions, I can think of no subject more suitable to touch on than that of the ego.


read more
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Photo Gallery Downloads

All photos are offered for download as PDF files with several photos per file, grouped by theme.



[bookmark: old_raganuga_gallery]


Old Raganuga.Com Gallery



[image: Raganuga.Com Gallery]
This assortment of photos was once hosted at Raganuga.Com in the Raganuga Visions section.






		 Sri Ananta Das Babaji (0.75 MB)
	 Animals of Vraja (1.40 MB)
	 Govardhana-hill (1.43 MB)
	 Kusuma Sarovara (0.59 MB)
	 Views from Navadvipa (0.44 MB)
	 Views from Puri (1.34 MB)
	 Radha-kunda and Syama-kunda (1.44 MB)
	 Environment around Radha-kunda (2.28 MB)
	 Saints of Vraja (0.42 MB)


	


Photos of Navadvipa and Puri copyright © Advaitadas. Photos in Sri Ananta Das Babaji and Saints of Vraja are collected from various sources. The rest are mine.
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